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ABSTRACT
We present a broad characterization of gender representation in
a large heterogeneous sample of retail products. In particular, we
study online product textual information, such as titles and de-
scriptions. Our goal is to understand from a semantic perspective,
differences and similarities in how girls (women) and boys (men)
are represented. We perform a comparative analysis of the language
used in gendered products (i.e., products that mention exclusively
either of these two genders), and additionally compare it to prod-
ucts that are explicitly gender neutral or inclusive. We found that
the adjectives, skills, occupations, and values described in gendered
products tended to reinforce stereotypes. Some of these stereotypes
are aligned with historical findings from research on traditional
off-line retail stores, and others are new owing to the up-to-date
product dataset our research is based on. By leveraging additional
existing resources we were able to gain insight into how certain
product descriptions reflect stereotypes that are related to soft-
skills and hierarchical occupational information. Conversely, we
found that a large segment of products present explicitly as gen-
der neutral or inclusive. We explore whether the language used
by gender-inclusive products can be useful to improve stereotypes
reflected in gendered product text. Specifically, we study its effect
in word embedding fairness through debiasing techniques.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Electronic commerce; Information
retrieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Increasingly, people want their e-commerce purchases to be socially
responsible. This effort does not only apply to customers, but also
to manufacturers. For example, it is more and more common to
find products that identify as “climate pledge friendly” [3] or as
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sustainable options. Similarly, we can see other emergent societal
drives for responsible purchases. One such drive is parents and
individuals seeking products that present an equitable gender rep-
resentation or that are gender neutral [67]. This trend has been met
by important commercial brands that have, for instance, vowed
to remove gender stereotypes from their products [70], and large
retailers moving away from gender-based product classifications
[36]. Even state legislators have pushed to require stores to have
non-gendered toy sections [1, 12].

The preference towards more equitable and neutral gender rep-
resentation has emerged over time as stereotypes are becoming
challenged worldwide. This is supported by decades of research
that evidenced significant under-representation of women in the
media [25], as well as disparities in gendered toys in stores [70, 72].
For example, finding from these studies have shown that toys tra-
ditionally targeted towards girls had higher tendency of reinforc-
ing stereotypes related to physical appearance and domestic skills,
while toys for boys were found more belligerent or more STEM
oriented.

Gender differences, however, are not limited to toys and have
been well-documented across different areas. In particular, systems
that make use of large language models (e.g., BERT [44], GPT-
2/3/4 [4, 60]) have shown to encode gender bias and as well as
other social biases [2, 16, 68, 79]. To illustrate how large language
models can reflect gender stereotypes in children’s toys, Fig. 1 shows
responses provided by ChatGPT [2] to the questions “Which toys
are relevant for developing skills for little girls/boys?”1 The generated
answer displays clear differences based on gender, suggesting items
such as dolls, kitchen sets, and arts & crafts for girls, and cars, action
figures, and sports equipment for boys.

Nowadays, the vast offer of toys and other retail products pro-
moted and sold online constitute an unprecedented opportunity
to better understand how gender is currently represented in retail.
This insight is particularly useful and necessary, as information
retrieval and recommendation systems are increasingly making use
of large language models, including domain-specific applications,
such as e-commerce [10, 11, 32].

In this work, we present a characterization of how gender is
represented across a large heterogeneous sample of online prod-
ucts. Overall, we analyze textual data such as product title and
description, from roughly 8, 9 million products available on the
Web. Our approach is not focused on specific products, but rather
on types of products and their product categories. We center our
research mostly on the language and semantics used in the text
1Results captured on 2022-12-15.
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Figure 1: ChatGPT responses to which toys are relevant for developing skills for little girls (left), and for little boys (right).

that describes products claiming to be specific to a particular gen-
der. Similarly to prior work, we study children’s toys, however, we
further expand that scope to include adult’s products as well. In
addition, we explore potential biases that could emerge in language
models that were to be derived exclusively or partially from such
data. Furthermore, we investigate how gender neutral products
could be leveraged to mitigate such effects using existing debiasing
techniques.

Our findings show that in the sample of children’s products that
were, so called, “gendered” (i.e., products that mentioned exclu-
sively one gender, or conversely, that explicitly use certain gender-
inclusive terms), 45% were targeted to girls, 19% to boys, and 36%
were gender inclusive. In adult’s products this distribution corre-
sponded to 51% products for women, 31% for men, and 28% were
gender inclusive. It is important to note that our dataset gender
neutral products are underrepresented, since we mostly focused
on studying gender when it is explicitly mentioned in text (more
on this in Section 6). Additionally, we observed that for children’s
products most gender differences were concentrated in certain prod-
uct categories, such as video games and sports favoring more boys,
and beauty and jewelry favoring more girls. Moreover, toys such
as toy cars and toy guns, alluded more often to boys, while dolls &
accessories and arts & craft kits more to girls. On the other hand,
gender-inclusive products were more frequent among puzzles and
educational toys. Among other things, we also looked into soft skills
that were mentioned in product text, observing that products for
girls more often mentioned concepts such as “creativity”, “confi-
dence”, “responsibility”, “paying attention”, “compassion”, “commu-
nication”, “planning”, “social skills”, “listening”, and “empathy”. For
boys more common concepts were “flexibility”, “creative thinking”,
“interacting”, “critical thinking”, “teamwork”, and “problem solving”.

As part of our analysis, we studied bias that emerges when
gendered product data is used to train word embeddings. We use
this as a means to gain insight into how gender stereotypes may

transfer to any other type of language model when focusing on the
product domain.We show how gender-inclusive data can effectively
be used to mitigate bias, without apparently distorting utility.

Overall our study provides an unprecedented quantitative view
of the language used to describe retail products, such as children’s
toys and other traditionally gendered retail items. Our work con-
tributes by broadly expanding the scope of prior work and providing
new insight into gender representation. This insight can help, for
example, inform design choices when creating natural language
processing (NLP) tools for various domains, specially e-commerce.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
We discuss briefly some relevant advances in the areas that are most
related to our current study. This overview is provided as context
for our current work, but is by no means complete due to space
restrictions and the extensive amount of qualitative social science’s
research on children’s toys.

2.1 Gender Representation
Women have been traditionally underrepresented in the media,
specifically in television and in movies [15, 72] Similarly, decades
of qualitative research on toys for girls and toys for boys show im-
portant gender-based differences. As early as 1975 Rheingold and
Cook [64] observed that boys had more spatial-temporal toys, in-
cluding STEM toys, sports equipment and military toys. Girls on the
other hand, had dolls and doll accessories, including other domestic
items, such as stoves and dishes. Other, more recent works, have
come across very similar findings without significant changes [17].
Nevertheless, studies involving parents have shown that these in-
creasingly desire gender neutral toys for their children [45, 48].
Gender-stereotypical references in products have been shown to
have effects on children’s beliefs, as well as adults’ gender-based
expectations [27, 33, 34, 47].
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In relation to toys promoted and/or sold online, Auster & Mans-
bach [7] studied in 2012 gender marketing on the Disney store
website for approximately 600 toys. This study revealed that toys
were targeted as follows - “Bold colored toys, predominantly red,
black, brown, or gray toys, and those that were action figures, building
toys, weapons, or small vehicles typified toys for boys. Pastel colored
toys, predominantly pink or purple toys, and those that were dolls,
beauty, cosmetics, jewelry, or domestic-oriented typified toys for girls”.
In addition, Azmi et al. [8] studied 87 social media advertisement
posted during 2019 on Mattel’s2 official Facebook page, yielded
similar findings as well as more marketing targeted to girls. Raj
and Ekstrand [62] looked at e-commerce search results and query
suggestions for toys. They reported gender differences, similar to
those discussed in prior work, depending on the gender used in the
search query.

Our work differs from prior research, first in the scale of our
study, which covers 8.9 million products, allowing us to carry out a
quantitative analysis. Secondly, we study a broad range of products
that not only includes toys, but other retail products targeted to-
wards men and women. Also, by studying textual product data, we
investigate an important source for potential biases in e-commerce
systems that rely on language models.

2.2 Bias and Fairness in NLP and LLMs
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Large Language Models
(LLMs) have recently experienced great advancements, driven by
technological development and the availability of large corpora on
the Web. An increasing number of language models pretrained on
extremely large datasets, are being made widely accessible to the
public and to developers through open-source libraries [38]. Along
with this, there is also a rise in concern regarding how such models
can be prone to encode more significant biases than those based on
carefully and neutrally curated data [16, 68, 75, 79].

Multiple studies evidence gender bias in natural language cor-
pora. For instance,Wikipedia, which is a popular textual data source,
suffers from important under-representation of women and other
populations [71]. This disparity has also been observed in other
diverse textual data sources, such as for online news articles [25],
the film industry [41, 72], high-school textbooks [6], computer sci-
ence education materials [54], and court decisions [59]. This has a
massive impact on any language model trained from this kind of
data, and their downstream applications. Examples of biased results
from derived applications, have been found in machine translation
[23, 31, 73], coreference resolution [65, 79, 81], sentence encoding
[51], semantic role labeling [80], and recommender systems [26, 69].

One prominent line of work in the field of fairness in NLP is that
of fairness in word embeddings [18, 20, 46, 51, 58]. These models
are designed such that the vectors will indicate something about the
meanings and relationships between words (i.e., words with similar
meanings have vectors that are close in the vector space). Pretrained
word embeddings, trained on vast amounts of data, are broadly
used in many NLP applications, such as in search engines, machine
translation, resume filtering, job recommendation systems, online
reviews, and more. Previous studies have shown that, similarly to
2Mattel is an American toy manufacturing company, mostly known for making the
“Barbie” doll.

large language models, there are inherent social biases and gender
stereotypes in pretrained word embedding models [18–20, 51, 58,
82].

Several recent studies have developed methods for mitigation
of unfairness in NLP tasks. Techniques for improving fairness can
be broadly divided into three categories: pre-process, in-process and
post-process [58]. Pre-process techniques involve changing the train-
ing data before feeding it into the machine learning algorithm so
that a subsequent model will be more fair [21, 22, 30, 49, 50, 78].
For example, [19, 81] propose pre-process mechanisms for reduc-
ing bias by perturbing or removing documents that are used for
training and are traced as the origin for the word embedding bias.

In-process techniques involve modifying machine learning algo-
rithms to account for fairness during training time [13, 14, 43, 74,
76, 77]. Zhao et. al [82] suggest an in-process mechanism, referred
to as Gender-Neutral Global Vectors (GN-GloVe), to reduce bias.

Post-process techniques perform post-processing of the output
scores of the model to make decisions more fair [24, 28, 39, 55].
Bolukbasi et al. [18] suggest a post-process mechanism for remov-
ing gender bias, referred to as hard-debiasing. Their method first
identifies a gender dimension, which is determined by a set of words
that indicate gender definitions (e.g., “he"/“she"). Second, it inher-
ently defines neutral words (such as occupations) and then zeroing
the projection of all of these neutral words with respect to the
gender direction (so that the bias of neutral words is now zero by
definition) by re-embedding the word𝑤 :

®𝑤 := ( ®𝑤 − ®𝑤𝐵)/∥ ®𝑤 − ®𝑤𝐵 ∥ (1)

where ®𝑤 is the embedding of the selected word and ®𝑤𝐵 is the
projection of𝑤 with respect to the gender direction.

One concern regarding this kind of approach is that bias may not
effectively removed but rather just “hidden”. In particular, Gonen
an Goldeberg [35] found that for debiasing methods such as hard-
debiasing, gender stereotypical words might still be easy to cluster
together. Moreover, they showed that implicit gender could be
recovered by a downstream classifier just using the hard-debiased
vectors without any additional information.

Our work is centered in the e-commerce domain, we focus on
identifying and understanding bias of word embeddings trained
using textual data from online products targeted to a specific gender.
We also evaluate the debiasing effect of leveraging data from prod-
ucts that identify explicitly as gender-neutral, using pre-processing
and post-processing techniques.

3 DATA DESCRIPTION
For this research, we combined different data sources, including
skills and occupations resources, as well as online product data. We
detail each next:

Skills and Occupations resources.We used two resources for the
analysis of skills and occupations. The first is ESCO3 a European
taxonomy that classifies skills, competences and occupations. More
specifically, we utilized the ESCO occupation data4, and we used the
ESCO API5 to retrieve the skills related to each occupation. ESCO
3https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/about-esco/what-esco
4V1.0.8 https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/use-esco/download
5https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/use-esco/use-esco-services-api

https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/about-esco/what-esco
https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/use-esco/download
https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/use-esco/use-esco-services-api
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was originally designed for job market analysis [5, 29, 57] and
maps different occupations, assigning skills to each occupation. We
used ESCO to identify professions and skills that are mentioned in
relation to gender in product text. The purpose of this was to study
these associations and their differences based on gender. Secondly,
and in addition to ESCO, we used a lexicon provided by Fareri et
al.[29], that contains a list of soft skills. We used this lexicon to
identify soft skills mentioned in text related to children’s products.

Online product data. In order to study the language used in online
products we created a text dataset of product titles and descriptions.
Additionally, for each product we also included product category,
product type, and colors if these were mentioned. The products in-
cluded in our dataset are only, so called, “gendered” products found
on the website Amazon.com.6 Other products (i.e., non-gendered
products) were excluded from this particular study. In particular,
for the purpose of our current analysis we define gendered prod-
ucts to be those that explicitly mentions male or female genders in
their text, or that, alternatively, explicitly mention certain gender-
inclusive terms, such as unisex terms or both male and female
genders at the same time. In particular, our dataset contains prod-
ucts whose title matches one of the following 6 categories: 1) boys:
i.e., products mentioning exclusively the terms “boy” and “boys”, 2)
girls:, i.e., products mentioning exclusively “girl(s)”, 3) children’s
gender inclusive: i.e., mentioning “boys” & “girls”, and/or gender
neutral terms like “children”, “kids”, and “toddlers”, 4) men: i.e.,
products mentioning “men”, “men’s” and “man”, 5) women: i.e.,
products mentioning “women(’s)”, and 6) adult’s gender inclu-
sive:, including both “men” & “women”, and/or gender neutral
terms such as “unisex” (in non-children’s products).

Overall, our data contains roughly 8.9 million gendered products
with text in English obtained in June, 2022. In this sample, 48%
corresponded to products targeted to females, 25% to males, and
27% to gender-inclusive. Currently, the scope of our work is that of
characterizing differences between male and female genders. This,
as well as our focused sampling on gendered products, results in
gender-neutral and non-gendered products–which are the vast ma-
jority of products–being underrepresented in our data. We discuss
these and other limitations more in detail in Section 6.

In addition, although our dataset is not public as it was derived
from the internal Amazon catalog data, it was sampled representa-
tively to contain products available online publicly, and that have
reviews. We expect that similar studies to ours can be conducted
using publicly existing datasets of online retail products, such as
that of provided by McAuley et al. [52].7

4 EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS
In this section we present an exploratory analysis that character-
izes the products contained in our gendered dataset described in
Section 3. This analysis studied differences in product groups ac-
cording to the genders that are mentioned in product titles and
descriptions. Specifically, we look at gender differences in the distri-
bution of products, as well as in relation to skills and occupations.
We note that due to the constraints that we placed on our dataset,
6https://www.amazon.com/
7https://snap.stanford.edu/data/amazon/productGraph/

this analysis only reflects characteristics of gendered products. This
is further discussed in Section 6.

4.1 Distribution of gendered products
First, we study how gender mentions are distributed in different
product categories. For children’s products, overall, we found that
for gendered products 45% were targeted to girls, 19% to boys,
and 36% were gender inclusive. Figure 2 shows this distribution in
children’s product categories. We observe that an important portion
of products are gender inclusive (i.e., label “both” in the figure).
However, some product categories had considerably more exclusive
mentions to boys (i.e., label “boys”) than to girls (i.e., label “girls”),
these were video games and sports. For girls, these categories were
in beauty and jewelry. In the case of gender inclusive products, these
were found in higher proportion in tools and musical instruments.
In addition, the most frequent colors in boy’s products were black,
“shark”, “camo gray”, and navy, whereas in girl’s products these
were pink, rose, red, gold, “mermaid”, “floral” and “rainbow”.

Figure 3 shows a similar breakdown that only takes into consid-
eration children’s toys. We observe more disproportionate exclusive
mentions to boys in toy vehicles (cars) and toy guns. In contrast,
for girls these products are dolls & clothing and arts & craft kits.
The most relative mentions for gender inclusive, on the other hand,
were found in swings, board games and puzzles.

In addition, we identified the most distinctive terms for each gen-
der, using class based TF-IDF analysis [37, 42, 66]. This yielded the
following terms characterized more exclusively girls: dress, princess,
unicorn, pink, doll, headband, mermaid, accessories, little, rose, fancy,
purse, clothes, purple, skirt, bag, hair, rainbow, jewelry. The follow-
ing terms characterized more exclusively boys: car, dinosaur, truck,
remote-control, blue, construction, vehicle, monster, building, super-
hero, speed, video game. For gender inclusive, the most characteristic
terms were: fidget toy, educational toy, stress-relief, outdoor, animal,
wooden, water, fun, sensory, learning.

We also studied the distribution of gendered products for adults,
shown in Figure 4. Here, men are more represented in video games,
(digital) music/videos, apps, automotive (cars) and watches. Women,
on the other hand, in beauty, jewellery, electronics, baby, cameras,
furniture, home & kitchen, and luggage (bags).

4.2 Skills and Occupational Gender Differences
We characterize gender differences according to professional groups
and types of skills. We leveraged ESCO, described in Section 3, to
extract hierarchical occupational information (i.e., occupations and
occupation groups) from gendered products.

For each occupation in ESCO we computed the percentage of
products that mentioned that occupation from each of our product
classifications for adults: women, men and gender inclusive. Table 1
shows the results of this process for occupations that were found to
have gender bias in this analysis. We observe that occupations with
stereotypical association to women were mentioned more in prod-
ucts associated to this gender. These professions included: nurse,
teacher, fashion designer, artist, and cleaner. Similarly, stereotypical
male professions, such as barber, hunter, pilot, and carpenter were
also mentioned more in products that identified as being for men.

https://www.amazon.com/
https://snap.stanford.edu/data/amazon/productGraph/
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Figure 2: Distribution of gendered products in different product categories for children. Overall, girls weremuchmorementioned
than boys, however this varied depending on the product category. For example, for video games and sports, boys had the
highest representation in relation to girls.
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Figure 3: Distribution of gendered products within children’s toys. Most exclusive mentions to boys are concentrated in toy
vehicles and toy guns. For girls, these are dolls & clothing and arts & craft kits.
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Figure 4: The distribution of gendered products for adults.
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Table 1: Occupation differences based on mentions in gendered products.

Occupation Occupation Group % both % men % women % diff Ratio Bias

real estate agent Business and administration associate professionals 0.15% 0.01% 0.11% 0.10% 1141.79% Female
accountant Business and administration professionals 0.10% 0.02% 0.24% 0.22% 1046.96% Female
cleaner Cleaners and helpers 5.62% 0.95% 1.58% 0.64% 167.06% Female
silversmith Handicraft and printing workers 0.01% 0.11% 0.54% 0.44% 515.30% Female
dental hygienist Health associate professionals 0.04% 0.01% 0.09% 0.08% 1314.39% Female
nurse Health professionals 20.44% 0.89% 13.54% 12.65% 1518.83% Female
doctor Health professionals 4.63% 3.50% 6.14% 2.64% 175.42% Female
veterinarian Health professionals 0.13% 0.04% 0.22% 0.18% 601.07% Female
midwife Health professionals 0.01% 0.00% 0.07% 0.06% 2071.15% Female
writer Legal, social and cultural professionals 0.86% 0.37% 2.17% 1.80% 587.49% Female
artist Legal, social and cultural professionals 1.61% 1.91% 2.96% 1.04% 154.66% Female
social worker Legal, social and cultural professionals 0.15% 0.02% 0.20% 0.18% 1194.90% Female
beautician Personal service workers 0.04% 0.00% 0.08% 0.08% 2389.79% Female
esthetician Personal service workers 0.01% 0.00% 0.07% 0.06% 2071.15% Female
fashion designer Science and engineering professionals 0.65% 0.16% 1.45% 1.29% 899.02% Female
teacher Teaching professionals 6.09% 2.91% 11.96% 9.05% 410.72% Female
plumber Building and related trades workers, excluding electricians 0.06% 0.15% 0.01% -0.14% 6.93% Male
woodworker Building and related trades workers, excluding electricians 0.16% 0.20% 0.01% -0.19% 2.66% Male
carpenter Building and related trades workers, excluding electricians 0.32% 2.54% 0.08% -2.46% 3.30% Male
electrician Electrical and electronic trades workers 0.32% 0.73% 0.06% -0.68% 7.54% Male
butcher Food processing, wood working, garment and other craft and related trades workers 0.17% 0.26% 0.04% -0.22% 16.93% Male
podiatrist Health professionals 0.25% 0.30% 0.02% -0.28% 7.88% Male
hunter Market-oriented skilled forestry, fishery and hunting workers 1.35% 7.82% 2.12% -5.71% 27.03% Male
blacksmith Metal, machinery and related trades workers 0.14% 0.14% 0.01% -0.13% 5.69% Male
welder Metal, machinery and related trades workers 0.28% 0.43% 0.04% -0.39% 8.51% Male
rigger Metal, machinery and related trades workers 0.31% 1.03% 0.01% -1.03% 0.51% Male
mechanic Metal, machinery and related trades workers 1.42% 2.99% 0.80% -2.19% 26.64% Male
sergeant Non-commissioned armed forces officers 0.06% 0.42% 0.06% -0.36% 13.69% Male
bartender Personal service workers 0.47% 0.35% 0.04% -0.31% 11.27% Male
barber Personal service workers 4.75% 8.36% 0.71% -7.66% 8.43% Male
forester Production and specialised services managers 0.04% 0.11% 0.01% -0.10% 9.37% Male
firefighter Protective services workers 0.98% 1.61% 0.45% -1.16% 27.80% Male
handyman Refuse workers and other elementary workers 1.60% 1.52% 0.07% -1.44% 4.84% Male
astronaut Science and engineering associate professionals 0.59% 1.37% 0.85% -0.52% 62.00% Male
pilot Science and engineering associate professionals 1.55% 5.11% 0.91% -4.20% 17.89% Male
engineer Science and engineering professionals 0.33% 1.05% 0.17% -0.88% 15.73% Male

In addition, some occupations that were equally directed to both
genders were, for example, scientist and barista.

For example, when considering only products that mentioned the
occupation “teacher", 11.96% of products were targeted to women,
2.98% to men, and 6.09% were gender inclusive. However, in a
closer look, the occupational analysis surfaced additional gender
differences within certain product categories. For instance, within
products related to teachers, which were more targeted to women,
we found the exception in products such as sports photos that were
targeted to male teachers. Another example was in tools, which
mentioned more often men than women, mostly in occupations
such as handyman, carpenter, mechanic, electrician, etc.; neverthe-
less, the exception to this was occupations such as nurse, for which
tools were more targeted to women.

We also characterized genders based on skill groups associated to
the occupations mentioned in products. For this, we used the ESCO
API to identify all the skills that were related to each occupation
found in products. From these skills we only kept those that were
deemed as essential to the occupation according to the taxonomy.
Then, skills were grouped based on the hierarchical skill groups in
the taxonomy. We show the results of this process in Table 2, which
indicates the percentage of products for each skill group based on
gender. Some of the skill groups that were more present in occu-
pations found in women’s products were “teaching and training”,
as well as “providing health care or medical treatments,” “advising
and consulting,” “supervising people” and “demonstrate considera-
tion”, among others. For men, these groups included “protecting and

enforcing,” “handling animals,” “monitoring, inspecting and testing,”
“using precision instrumentation and equipment” and “engineering
and engineering trades”, among others.

4.3 Skill Gender Differences in Children’s
Products

We investigate soft skill differences in gendered products for chil-
dren. To achieve this, we used the soft skills lexicon presented
by Fareri et al. [29] and SpaCy’s [40] PhraseMatcher functional-
ity, which allowed us to identify soft skills mentioned in products
according to their gender classification.

According to this process, the leading soft skills identified in girl’s
toys were: “creativity,” “confidence,” “responsibility,” “pay attention,”
“compassion,” “communicate,” “planning,” “social skills,” “listening”,
and “empathy.” For boys these were: “flexibility,” “creative thinking,”
“interact,” “critical thinking,” “teamwork”, and “problem solving.” In ad-
dition, leading soft skills found for gender inclusive products were:
“autonomy,” “curiosity, “brainstorming,” “asking questions,” “strategic
thinking,” “self confidence,” “learning”, and “using imagination.”

5 GENDER DIFFERENCES IN WORD
EMBEDDINGS

The exploratory analysis presented in Section 4, indicates that there
are significant differences in gender representation found in online
products. Some of these stereotypes are aligned with historical
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Table 2: Skill groups according to occupations mentioned in gendered products, based ESCO taxonomy.

Skill Group % Both % Men % Women Diff Ratio Bias

teaching and training 6.01% 1.82% 6.83% 5.00% 374.65% Female
providing health care or medical treatments 7.28% 1.57% 6.54% 4.97% 416.01% Female
advising and consulting 5.69% 2.12% 5.11% 2.99% 241.13% Female
supervising people 2.75% 1.46% 4.11% 2.65% 281.93% Female
demonstrate consideration 2.82% 0.55% 2.82% 2.27% 512.42% Female
liaising and networking 4.32% 2.33% 4.37% 2.04% 187.38% Female
education 0.93% 0.65% 2.04% 1.39% 313.30% Female
organising, planning and scheduling work and activities 2.04% 0.74% 2.07% 1.34% 281.84% Female
leading and motivating 1.43% 0.65% 1.90% 1.25% 291.51% Female
developing objectives and strategies 2.70% 1.19% 2.30% 1.11% 193.03% Female
analysing and evaluating information and data 2.70% 1.25% 2.33% 1.08% 186.03% Female
accessing and analysing digital data 1.56% 0.16% 1.18% 1.02% 745.51% Female
working with others 2.72% 1.66% 2.51% 0.85% 151.49% Female
solving problems 1.68% 0.53% 1.27% 0.74% 239.59% Female
creating artistic, visual or instructive materials 1.21% 1.60% 2.28% 0.68% 142.49% Female
counselling 0.81% 0.08% 0.64% 0.56% 848.46% Female
managing information 0.79% 0.07% 0.61% 0.54% 879.16% Female
welfare 0.78% 0.05% 0.58% 0.53% 1079.63% Female
making decisions 0.79% 0.10% 0.60% 0.50% 604.19% Female
adapt to change 0.80% 0.10% 0.59% 0.49% 572.41% Female
mathematics and statistics 0.01% 0.02% 0.03% 0.01% 126.97%
demonstrate willingness to learn 0.01% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 139.31%
using digital tools to control machinery 0.02% 0.06% 0.06% -0.00% 97.22%
management skills 0.03% 0.04% 0.04% -0.00% 92.60%
tending plants and crops 0.00% 0.02% 0.00% -0.02% 4.58% Men
installing interior or exterior infrastructure 0.02% 0.06% 0.00% -0.06% 4.98% Men
deal with uncertainty 0.02% 0.10% 0.00% -0.09% 2.72% Men
driving vehicles 0.08% 0.28% 0.05% -0.23% 17.89% Men
installing, maintaining and repairing electrical, electronic and precision equipment 0.11% 0.27% 0.03% -0.24% 11.35% Men
positioning materials, tools or equipment 0.09% 0.40% 0.06% -0.34% 14.82% Men
operating mobile plant 0.04% 0.36% 0.01% -0.35% 3.81% Men
working with machinery and specialised equipment 0.23% 0.49% 0.11% -0.38% 21.57% Men
operating aircraft 0.12% 0.54% 0.08% -0.46% 14.37% Men
architecture and construction 0.30% 0.57% 0.09% -0.48% 16.16% Men
forestry 0.10% 0.82% 0.18% -0.64% 21.43% Men
agriculture 0.08% 0.93% 0.05% -0.88% 5.57% Men
installing, maintaining and repairing mechanical equipment 0.20% 1.04% 0.15% -0.89% 14.57% Men
building and repairing structures 0.28% 1.10% 0.14% -0.96% 12.80% Men
law 0.63% 2.12% 0.97% -1.15% 45.85% Men
biological and related sciences 0.20% 1.38% 0.18% -1.20% 13.33% Men
environment 0.20% 1.64% 0.35% -1.29% 21.47% Men
transport services 0.34% 1.59% 0.22% -1.37% 13.89% Men
personal services 0.90% 1.73% 0.31% -1.41% 18.21% Men
engineering and engineering trades 0.70% 1.82% 0.36% -1.46% 20.02% Men
using precision instrumentation and equipment 0.64% 2.04% 0.51% -1.53% 25.20% Men
monitoring, inspecting and testing 1.60% 3.89% 1.49% -2.40% 38.22% Men
handling animals 0.62% 4.24% 0.73% -3.51% 17.23% Men
protecting and enforcing 13.36% 19.87% 13.65% -6.22% 68.71% Men

associations of gendered children’s toys in traditional retail stores,
and others are newly surfaced by our study.

Given these findings, a way to further investigate these gender
differences is to look into how these could potentially be transferred
to language models that were to be derived from this kind of data.
As a proof-of-concept of that idea, in this section we study word
embeddings trained on different portions of our gendered dataset.
This approach has three advantages, the first, that it allows us to
gain insight into biased terms by exploring them in the embedding
space. The second, that it can be used as a proxy to understand
biases that could potentially transfer into other kinds of language
models (e.g., generative language models, among others) and their
downstream applications. The third advantage, is that we can ex-
plore the use of gender inclusive curated data as means to debias,
using existing word embedding debiasing techniques.

Since our approach is centered on gendered products, resulting
embeddings represent products that explicitly mention gender or
gender inclusive terms as defined in our dataset in Section 3. There-
fore, our embeddings show a filtered view of differences between
genders only in gendered products. We discuss this more in detail
in Section 6.

5.1 Debiasing using gender neutral data
In this section, we evaluate the effect of using gender neutral prod-
uct data as a means for pre-process debiasing. We additionally
combine this with a hard-debiasing technique to measure further
bias improvements.

In particular, we compare two different versions of product word
embeddings. The first embedding, which will constitute the baseline
for gendered products, consists of training an end-to-end embed-
ding model using the complete gendered dataset for children’s toys.
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(a) Embedding from all children’s toys in our dataset
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(b) Embedding from neutral children’s toys in our dataset.

Figure 5: Product embeddings from children’s toys data.

Specifically for this model we use products in the classifications
“girls”, “boys” and “children’s gender inclusive”, defined in Section 3.
Secondly, we train a so called neutral embedding, trained only on
the gender inclusive portion of the same data.

In particular, we trained embeddings using the Gensim [63] im-
plementation of Word2Vec [56], with 30 epochs, learning rate of
0.03 and vector sizes of 300. The pre-processing steps included,
concatenation of each product’s text to include title, description
and additional textual details. Stop words and non-alphabetic char-
acters were removed, and sentences were lemmatized using SpaCy.
We then used the Gensim Phrases package to detect multi-word
expressions (e.g., “social skill”). Note that there were no duplicates
in the collection, since these were removed when creating the initial
dataset.

In Figure 5a we present the visual result, using UMAP [53], of the
embedding based on the complete gendered data. This visualization
shows a comparison between the terms “boy” and “girl” in relation
to their nearest products. In this figure, we can observe that there is
a clear separation between products according to gender. Here, we
can see that the term “girl” is very close to products with terms such
as “queen,” “jewellery,” “unicorn,” “princess” and “fashion”, among
others. The term “boy”, on the other hand is closer to “vehicle,”
“monster truck,” “race car,” “construction,” and “dinosaur”.

Figure 5b, on the other hand, shows the terms for the embedding
that was trained on the neutral data. In this case, we can observe
that product terms do not show a clear gender based separation
as before, and are not as clustered as in Figure 5a. More in detail,
when measuring the differences between the similarities of skills
and adjective keywords for “boys” and “girls,” this was reduced to
close to 0. For example, for “STEM toys”8 the absolute difference
between the similarities to “girl” and to “boy” was reduced from
0.169 to 0.039. For “Science toys”, the difference also reduced, from
0.118 to 0.018.

To evaluate more comprehensively the fairness of both embed-
dings we use WEAT [20]. WEAT is a measurement of fairness of
8STEM: Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics.
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Figure 6: WEAT comparison for children’s toys.

word embeddings, which works by measuring the relationship be-
tween two sets of target words (e.g., female words like “she,” “her,”
“woman,” “girl” vs. male words like “he,” “him,” “man,” “boy”) and
two sets of attribute words (including terms related to skills, ad-
jectives, products, occupations, etc.). The closer the measure is to
0, the less biased the model is. We use the WEAT implementation
provided by the WEFE package [9].

The evaluation of WEAT showed that, as expected, the neutral
embedding was more fair than the first model trained on the entire
gendered dataset. In particular, the range of differences between
similarities of vocabulary words to “girl” and “boy” was reduced
from (-0.227,0.334) in the gendered embedding to (-0.150,0.123) in
the neutral embedding. Moreover, in the neutral model the similar-
ity between the words “girl” and “boy” was increased from 0.795 to
0.877 (by 110%). Overall, the average WEAT measure was reduced
from 1.17 to 0.60 (by ≈ 50%), shown in Figure 6. The chart compares
the WEAT bias measure between the two models–with and without
neutral pre-processing. The queries we used to assess the measure
were: (a) social & STEM skills: using female terms (e.g, “girl,” “she,”
“her”) and male terms (e.g, “boy,” “he,” “his”) as target keywords
with respect to social skills terms (e.g., “creativity,” “social skill”)
and STEM skills (e.g., “stem,” “engineering”) as attributes; (b) beauty
& technical products: female terms and male terms with respect
to beauty terms (e.g, “fashion,” “jewellery”) and technical terms
(e.g., “robotic,” “building block”); (c) ‘cute’ & ‘cool’ adjectives - fe-
male terms and male terms with respect to ‘cute’ terms (e.g, “cute,”
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“lovely,” “adorable”) and ‘cool’ terms (e.g., “cool,” “interactive” and
“motorized”).

Based on these results, the neutral embedding is able to achieve
a more unbiased perception of the product data. Suggesting that
there is a well established segment of gender inclusive products that
can be leveraged for training balanced models on real concurrent
non-manipulated data.
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Figure 7: WEAT comparison with post-process hard debias.

Combining pre-processing and post-processing. We also combine
the proposed pre-process technique with the post-process hard-
debiasing [18] mitigation technique. Figure 7 shows the results.
By applying hard-debiasing on the neutral embedding we are able
to obtain more fair results (i.e., WEAT is lower), compared to ap-
plying each of the methods on their own. Note that although the
combined technique achieves better fairness, the utility of adding
hard-debiasing may be lower since this method distorts the result-
ing embedding. In this regard, using only the pre-process method
has the advantage of being trained on a dataset of existing products
which should not distort the utility as much.

6 DISCUSSION & LIMITATIONS
In this work we present a preliminary characterization of gender
differences in e-commerce products. This analysis is useful to better
understand gender representation in retail, as well as to inform
design choices in e-commerce systems that rely on product data.

Due to the vast volume of data available as part of online prod-
ucts and given our goal of studying gender representation, we made
the choice to focus our research on products explicitly directed to-
wards male and female genders. In addition to those products, we
included products that were explicitly directed to both genders
equally, or that intentionally used gender inclusive terms. We un-
derstand that the way in which our dataset was sampled has several
consequences on our study. In particular, the portrayal of gender
is limited to the gender binary notion that includes only male and
female, and excludes existing additional gender classifications, such
as nonbinary and transgender, just to name a few. In this regard,
we view our work as part of initial studies towards understand-
ing gender representation in e-commerce, which should further be
extended in the future.

For simplicity, our dataset was restricted to products containing
keywords that matched the terms described in Section 3, and to
simple variations of those terms. This could be further expanded to
include gendered products that can be identified using keywords
not included currently in our filter, such as for example for “women”

terms like “feminine,” “lady,” “girly,” etc., which can also be found
in product names. The selection of terms used, although not com-
prehensive, can be seen as a way to sample representatively the
majority of products targeted to male and female genders.

Given that our focus was placed on gender characterization, our
analysis selectively focuses on gendered items. Our coverage of
gender inclusive products was limited only to some gender neutral
terms for adults and children (i.e., “unisex”, “children(’s)”, “kid(s/’s)”,
“toddler(s/’s)” and products thatmentioned both genders at the same
time). Gender inclusive products in our dataset were selected to
contrast how language differed when products explicitly targeted
both genders or declared being unisex. In this regard, many of
the products not considered in our study, which do not mention
any gender at all, could potentially also be considered as gender
inclusive. When considering all of online products, the products
that are targeted to male and female genders is very small. Hence,
our dataset very likely significantly undersamples gender-neutral
products in relation to their actual prevalence in the complete uni-
verse of online products. However, the number of gender inclusive
products in our data is significant and even larger than the number
of male targeted products that we were able to find.

We also studied bias using word embeddings, presented in Sec-
tion 5.We compared an embedding derived from children’s products
from our dataset, which included gendered and gender inclusive
products, to another embedding based only on the gender inclu-
sive portion of the data. In this particular analysis, we found the
“neutral” embedding to have sufficient coverage of gendered prod-
ucts, allowing us to compare both embeddings. This suggests that
gender inclusive data can be used as a resource to train (gender)
unbiased embeddings. However, it should be noted that when con-
sidering the complete universe of online products, neutral data will
probably not be able to provide sufficient coverage of all products.
Despite this, we believe that gender inclusive products can be used
as an alternative to improve highly biased portions of the data for
training purposes. This may be a better alternative in some cases
to data augmentation [81]–which refers to duplicating the data,
replacing for example, “girl" with “boy" and vice versa–without the
introducing artificial data that does not resemble reality (similar to
what happened with Gemini image generation [61]).

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a broad characterization of gender repre-
sentation in a large set of gendered online products. We performed
a comparative analysis of the language used in products related
to genders, as well as the language related to products that are
gender inclusive. We found that skills and occupations represented
in gendered products tend to reinforce classical stereotypes.

We further observe that skills that are nurtured in toys that
are marketed to a specific gender, are also manifested in gendered
products for adults, showing early-age stereotypes reinforced in
adulthood. We also found an important segment of products that
are gender neutral or inclusive, which shows a segment of products
using diverse and inclusive language.

Understanding stereotypical differences in data, such as those
based on gender, is relevant when designing NLP tools and systems
that interact with this information. In this work, we explored an
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approach of utilizing gender neutral products for debiasing word
embeddings. More specifically, we showed how pre-processing the
underlying data to include more neutral representations can im-
prove the fairness of the resulting embeddings. In addition, we sug-
gested a combined approach of pre-processing and post-processing
debiasing method for fair embeddings, which improves embedding
fairness even further. This work is only a first step since it is im-
portant to explore these techniques for other types of language
models.
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